This study deals with the regulation of chromatic contrast when the induction of a second stimulus (one of five neighboring surrounds) opposes the induction from a first stimulus (one of two remote vivid peripheral fields). Using a hue cancellation judgment, we show that, although every neighboring surround that we used has the same average chromatic content, the resulting color appearance of the target differs between surrounds, and this may be ascribed to the spatio-chromatic organization of the surround. So, rather than the chromatic contrast amplitude or the frequential structure of the surround, it is the structure of proximity that matters.
INTRODUCTION
In everyday life, the appearance of a patch of color is usually not easily derived from its color specification because it is strongly dependent upon context. Chromatic induction occurs when a color modifies the appearance of a neighboring color in space or time. Simultaneous contrast is one form of chromatic induction. It is the case in which neighboring colors look more different than the same colors when they are isolated.
1,2 Typically a target is embedded in a uniform surround, and the color on its total surface tends to depart from that of the surround. A strikingly beautiful configuration is provided by color shadows when two practically "white" lights illuminate objects from two points of view making dramatically different, highly colored and complementary shadows. 3, 4, 5, 6 Explanations for color context-dependent effects are many. Early studies have been conducted with uniform color patches. 7, 8, 9 To investigate complex scenes, some studies have been directed towards the determination of an equivalent uniform surround. 10, 11 Nevertheless, the effect of the chromatic modulation within the surround, either close by or far away, onto the color of the target, is now seriously considered. 12, 13 About one hundred years ago, von Kries 14 enunciated the simple law that photoreceptor sensitivity changes as the inverse of the excitation elicited by light. The hypothesis of receptoral gain control has been accepted by many authors and is still recently verified at a moderate luminance (between 19 and 129 cd.m -2 ) by Chichilnisky and Wandell. 15 In a dichoptic asymmetric color-matching experiment, subjects viewed a target superimposed on a large background of different spectral compositions in each eye. These authors found that the apparent sensitivity of each receptor class varied inversely with changes in background light absorbed by that receptor class, but was independent of the background light absorbed by the others. Their data hold for measurements within the dynamic change of a CRT, and the color appearance of small incremental and decremental target is well explained by receptoral gain control. Whether context effect in one class of cones is influenced by signals from the other classes has been examined by Delahunt and Brainard 16 using asymmetric color matching in contextual image pairs constructed so that the S-cone components of both images are identical while the L-and Mcone images differ. They conclude that the S-cone context effects are influenced by the L-and M-cone context contents.
Most authors propose models that comprise at least two processes: where a subtractive chromatic opponent action follows the multiplicative receptoral sensitivity change. They insist upon the fact that a multiplicative receptoral sensitivity change alone cannot explain chromatic induction. Hurvich and Jameson 2 promulgate the color opponent process in which the cone signals are combined into three opponent channels, followed by gain control. In a series of spatial configurations, chromatic response activity (R-G) or (Y-B) induced in a focal area is opposite but proportional in magnitude to the chromatic activity aroused by the neighboring inducing stimulus. Walraven 17 considers that a test field surrounded by an annulus is treated by the visual system as an increment on a background, and that a subtractive process takes place in which the part of the light that the stimulus has in common with the surround does not contribute to its perceived hue. Aside from an alteration of receptoral sensitivities by long-, middle-or Our study deals with the regulation of chromatic contrast. When an inductive color stimulus produces a chromatic induction on a target, the target's color appearance changes.
When two stimuli are present according to a particular layout, both generate induction. When the induction of the second stimulus opposes the first, then the induction from the first stimulus is minimized. We call this minimization chromatic contrast regulation. Practically, compared with a condition of strong induction produced by a large vivid peripheral field (the first inductive stimulus) that pushes far away the color of all inside stimuli, various surrounds (the second inductive stimulus) are interposed between the peripheral field and the target, to oppose the strong induction generated by the periphery. Neighboring surrounds are similar in terms of chromaticity, but are different in terms of contrast, spatial frequency domain and cognitive content. We wish to determine which parameters are efficient in regulating contrast.
METHODS
The observer faces a video display ( Fig. 1 ) that comprises four square targets (1.8°H*1.8°V) located at the corners of a square, imbedded in a neighboring surround (18°H*14°V) which is supposed to regulate chromatic induction, and a large peripheral inducing field (55°H*53°V) which generates a strong chromatic induction. The observer views the scene at a 1 m distance and his head rests on a chin bar. The rest of the room is in the dark. Six neighboring surrounds ( Fig. 2) , similar in terms of average chromaticity and different in terms of contrast, are derived from a natural image by pixel ordering and by averaging the chromaticity. The "Natural" image is a picture of the Jardin des Plantes in Paris. In the "Beach"
image, named after its resemblance to such a sight, the pixels of the "Natural" image are ordered according to the S-cone excitation signals in the vertical axis and the L-cone excitation signals in the horizontal axis. In the "Pixelized" image, the pixels of the "Natural" image are randomized.
In the "Squares" image, the (l, s) chromaticity of the pixels of "Beach" image is averaged within each quadrant. The "Rectangles" image is constructed like the "Squares" image but averaging is done within each half. The "Black" image serves as limit condition i.e. we expect the observer to see here the greatest chromatic contrast. The six scenes presented are respectively from the top to the bottom for left column (one natural scene and two pixel-reorganized scenes) "Natural", "Beach", "Pixelized" and for the right column (two pixel-averaged scenes and one control scene) "Squares", "Rectangles" and "Black".
The four square targets are in the same configuration for every scene, but their color appearance and the one that looks the most neutral target appear to differ between the scenes.
Targets are squares whose chromaticity has been selected along the l chromatic axis of a MacLeod-Boynton diagram, with s chromaticity co-ordinate and luminance respectively equal to the average s-value and to the average luminance of the natural image. A narrow 10' black line fringes each square in order to minimize local contrasts that would severely disturb the observer.
It also reduces spread light that falls inside the surround. The adaptive sequence starts with the presentation of four squares whose chromaticity is regularly scaled along the l-axis and covers the largest color gamut available on the video display. The observer indicates his choice on the keyboard by hitting one of the four keys that are co-located with the squares. Once he has replied, the range of the chromaticity scale is reduced so that the next presentation includes the two squares whose chromaticity is bracketing the choice of the observer and two squares whose chromaticity divides the range into equal steps.
That corresponds to a reduction of the range by 2/3 at every presentation. Pilot experiments have helped to stop the adaptive sequence when the final selection comprises just-noticeable targets.
The psychophysics method is based on a hue cancellation judgment: the observer chooses the square that looks the most neutral, and a four-alternative forced-choice: the observer chooses one square out of four. The observer's instructions are: "which square looks the most neutral, the most achromatic, the least colored?" An experimental run comprises an adaptive sequence followed by a constant stimuli sequence (Fig. 3) . At the first presentation the color range is the maximum that can be produced on the video display. Once the observer has made his choice, the color range is reduced around the observer's input. The adaptive sequence is stopped when the color discrimination threshold is reached, i.e. after 7 presentations. 30 The main advantage of starting every run with an adaptive sequence is that it allows for deficiency of reproducibility of the observer. An ancillary advantage is that the experiment is attractive to the subject whose judgment is not always requested near threshold. The adaptive method is followed by a constant stimuli method. For the last four presentations of a run that form the constant stimuli sequence, the layout of the squares is randomized and the three following layouts are organized so that every square is located at one of the possible positions once. This leads to presenting tests that are balanced in terms of neighboring and local adaptation. Only the data obtained with the constant stimuli method are used for statistical analysis. The experiment is computer-controlled.
The software has been written using MatLab and WinVis packages. Targets are always presented during a 4-second period, then the observer responds and his response generates the next presentation.
A session is made of one trial run followed by 6 runs corresponding to every neighboring surround. The peripheral inducing field does not change during a run, nor during one session.
The trial run allows about 5 minutes of chromatic adaptation at the beginning of the session.
Every new run starts with 5 seconds when the full neighboring surround is present before the squares appear, thus allowing contextual adaptation. In any case, full contextual adaptation would be completed after the adaptive sequence.
The observers perform 6 sessions with every peripheral inducing field. In order to avoid any temporal bias, the sequence of runs during all sessions conforms to a mutually orthogonal Latin square organization with additional permutations, where a given neighboring surround is neither presented at the same rank nor follows the same other neighboring surround. Furthermore, the first run served as a trial and was repeated at the end of the sequence for the results. Finally, an observer gives 24 judgments (4 presentations of the target* 6 sessions) collected during the constant stimuli sequence for every peripheral inducing field and regulating neighboring surround configuration. As the 24 judgments were collected during six different sessions, the chromaticity of the test squares could be distributed on a wider range than for a single run.
However, we checked that results were not significantly different between sessions so that we could average results across sessions safely (Table 1) .
Five observers took part in the experiment. All had normal color vision as assessed with Ishihara plates, Panel D-15, desaturated DD15 from Lanthony and the Nagel anomaloscope. All had more than 12/10 corrected visual acuity.
RESULTS
A part of the results have been presented at previous conference. 30, 31 13
The amount of chromatic contrast is derived from the l-value of the selected target considered as neutral by the observers. In figure 4 , we can see that a remote peripheral color field generates a strong induction because the square that appears neutral to the observer, for example with a red peripheral field, is a reddish square. This is expected from a contrast phenomenon.
The amount of chromatic contrast induced by the peripheral color field with every image is less than with the "Black" limit condition. This means that the presence of a surround image is efficient to counterbalance the strong induction generated by the remote periphery. In order to quantitatively analyze these variations, we have performed an ANOVA analysis with four explanatory variables: Observer, Periphery, surrounding Image and Session.
Using Statistica software, results show that the factors observer, periphery and surrounding image have a highly significant effect on the chromatic induction measurements, and also show interactions between these factors (p < 0.001). Moreover, no significant difference has been found for the factor session as well as two out of three two-way interactions with this factor (p > 0.05) ( Table 1 ).
Considering that the average l-value corresponding to the achromatic assessment indicates the amount of induction regulation undergone by the target, we have tested whether every scene yielded a different amount of induction. Of course, we treated the red peripheral inducing field and the green one separately according to the results obtained with the neutral field for each scene, and we pooled the results of all observers together. Then we ranked the induction obtained with each scene and tested whether one (A) was different from the next (B) using a ε-statistics (m = mean, S = variance, n = sample size) with (Table 2 
With the red peripheral surround, ranking the average l-value along the l-axis yields Pixelized = Rectangles < Natural < Beach < Squares < Black where the "<" symbol indicates significant differences (p < 0.05) and "produces less induction than" i.e. "regulates more than", and with the green peripheral surround, ranking the average l-value along the inverse of l-axis yields Pixelized = Natural < Squares = Rectangles = Beach < Black
Considering that the variance of the l-value corresponding to the achromatic assessment indicates the amount of dispersion of the judgments given by the observers, we have tested whether every scene yielded a different dispersion in the amount of induction. Again, we treated the red peripheral inducing field and the green one separately according to the results obtained with the neutral field for each scene, and we pooled the results of all observers together. Then we ranked the variance obtained with each scene and tested whether one (A) was different from the next (B) using a F-statistics with (Table 3 )
With the red peripheral surround, ranking the variance on the l-value yields Pixelized = Natural < Rectangles = Squares = Beach < Black and with the green peripheral surround, it yields Pixelized < Natural = Rectangles = Squares = Beach = Black
It can be seen that the statistics of the pixel-randomized image seems to be the most powerful to counterbalance the peripheral induction.
Along the regulation power axis we have found no distinction between the pixelreorganized scenes and the pixel-averaged scenes. So, there is no obvious difference between pixel-reorganized scenes and pixel-averaged scenes to regulate contrast. This means that, in our experiment, the high chromatic contrast amplitude is not more efficient than uniform patches to control chromatic contrast.
Although the ranking is not exactly the same with the green and the red peripheral inducing fields, it can be noticed that the "Natural", "Pixelized" and "Rectangles" surrounds are always ranked further away from the "Black" limit condition than the "Beach" or "Squares"
surrounds. Accordingly, we have grouped the results obtained with surrounds "Natural", "Pixelized" or "Rectangles" altogether on the one hand and the results obtained with the surrounds "Beach" and "Squares" on the other hand. Also we showed, using a ε-statistics and a F-statistics, that the two groups are significantly different in terms of average and of variance (Table 4) .
DISCUSSION
Results have shown the efficiency of a neighboring scene for controlling chromatic induction.
When a remote peripheral highly-saturated color field induces color contrast onto a central target, the color variegated neighboring surround regulates the contrast effect not only by opposing it but also by reducing the variance of the visual responses, as if a better balance of the sensitivity of the visual system improves the accuracy of the response.
The step-by-step approach to hue cancellation technique that we have used has proved to be powerful to investigate chromatic induction. It has allowed us to demonstrate differences of chromatic regulation with respect to the neighboring surround while no significant differences can be found between sessions. We have shown that, although the mean chromaticity of the 5 neighboring surrounds is the same, because all of them are derived from a unique pixel distribution, the regulation efficiency varies from one to the other. Therefore, it is the chromatic spatial structure, rather than the chromatic content, that determines the regulation efficiency.
Several analyses of the chromatic spatial structure of the scenes can be made, based on the chromatic contrast amplitude, the spatial frequency distribution and the local induction.
Chromatic contrast amplitude
The central question of our study concerns the variation of regulation efficiency between classes of images. The images "Natural", "Pixelized" and "Beach" share the same pixel distribution and belong to the class of pixel-reorganized scenes, as opposed to the images "Squares" and The "Pixelized" image in which pixels have been randomized yields a random noise FFT besides the zero frequency where the power is concentrated.
FFT derived from the "Natural" and "Beach" images show several similarities (Fig. 5 ).
For the S-plane, the FFT of the two images in the vertical direction approximates a sinc² function, which reflects the distribution of S-values inside the image as a gate function, with an abrupt transition from sky pixels to earth pixels. In the "Beach" image the energy is concentrated at zero frequency in the horizontal direction. Some noise appears only in the "Natural" image.
The 2D FFT for the L-and M-planes are very similar, indicating a strong correlation between Land M-signals, for the "Natural" image as for the "Beach" image. Here also, the distribution in the vertical direction approximates a sinc² function, though with the first maximum harmonic for the "Beach" image at lower spatial frequencies than for the "Natural" image. The most remarkable difference between images is the single peak of the FFT in the horizontal direction of the "Beach" image, i.e. the presence of only low spatial frequencies, reflecting the smoothness of the L-and M-signals in the "Beach" image, while in the "Natural"
image, the power of L-and M-signals is distributed at low, middle and high spatial frequencies.
The question arises whether a neighboring surround with middle and high spatial frequencies in the L and M direction, which is precisely the direction of chromatic induction under test, could be responsible for acting as a barrier against chromatic induction from the periphery. Note that Barnes, Wei and Shevell 33 have proposed a spatial frequency tuning effect for the attenuation of chromatic induction. Finally, our experiment shows not only that the presence of medium and high spatial frequencies increases the efficiency of a surround to regulate chromatic induction but moreover that it is the surround that comprises the zero frequency plus equal probability distribution of all frequencies which regulates at best the chromatic induction. In any way our experiment cannot explain a possible domination from any spatial frequency channel.
We would expect with other natural images similar results as the ones presented here. 
Local induction
Most remarkable is the fact that grouping on the one hand the "Natural", "Pixelized" and "Rectangles" images, and on the other hand the "Beach" and "Squares" images yields statistically significant differences between groups in terms of averages and of variances (Table 4 , Fig. 6 ).
The "Beach" and "Squares" images share common features in the sense that the cone excitation signals are ordered within the image and are clearly different between the four quadrants of the image. plain effect of proximity. Right ellipse: disparate effect of proximity.
With surrounds that most regulate chromatic contrast ("Pixelized" and "Rectangles" images) all test squares have homogeneous or nearly homogeneous adjacent surrounds while with surrounds that least regulate chromatic contrast ("Beach" and "Squares" images) each test square has a different adjacent surround. The latter setting is obviously responsible for increasing the variance of the judgment. The fact that variances are larger with "Beach" and "Squares"
neighboring surrounds reflects the lack of stability of the visual appearance judgment of the observers. Such a differential local induction simply explains the increase of variance with these two images compared with the other two, which would create consistent induction conditions.
We verified that the efficiency of regulation of the surrounds increases as variance decreases. Is the increase of variance also responsible for a reduction of the efficiency of regulation for the "Beach" and "Squares" images? This could be possible if we consider that local variations introduce noise into the image and that a non-homogenous condition would be less efficient for the regulation than a plain condition. Conceivably, the sensitivity level of the visual system induced by the large periphery (global contrast) is disturbed by the local variations of the surround next to the target (local contrast), that we call "structure of proximity" of the surround. When the visual response is well balanced (in case of consistent induction in the whole image), it better isolates the focal area from the modifications of the distal environment.
Conversely, when modifications from the proximal environment occur (in case of differential local induction due to the structure of proximity of the image), the visual response is unbalanced, and it cannot isolate the focal area from the distal environment. This unbalance finds expression in a higher variance and a lower efficiency to regulate chromatic contrast. That many inducing fields are able to contribute to the final color appearance of the target can explain contradictions found between our results and some studies from the literature or re-enforce their conclusions.
Finally, it has not been possible to show any cognitive effect. The natural scene in particular does not provide a larger regulation than expected from its spatio-chromatic organization.
CONCLUSION
To summarize, we have developed an efficient method to investigate chromatic contrast regulation. It shows that different images vary in their efficiency to regulate contrast probably following the organization of the surround around the target.
Although every neighboring scene has the same average chromatic content, the resulting color appearance of the target differs between scenes, and this may be ascribed to the spatiochromatic organization of the scene. The statistics of the "Pixelized" scene seems to yield the most powerful control on color appearance. The less efficient scenes are those that present the most disparate effects of proximity. Then, it is not the frequential structure of the image that matters but the structure of proximity. In any natural or artificial environment, the final color appearance of a scene is yielded by contrast regulation. Probably, the visual system proceeds by counterbalancing induction from different sources to optimize the color information. a Four factors -"Observer", "Periphery", "Surround" and "Session" and their interactions -were analyzed. A difference is significant when the p-value is less than 0.05. Results show significant differences for the factors observer, periphery and surround and for their interactions. No significant difference is found for the factor session and two of its interactions with the other factors. Significant differences are printed in bold letters. a We have grouped the results obtained with the scenes "Natural", "Pixelized" and "Rectangles" on the one hand and the scenes "Beach" and "Squares" on the other hand, according to their averages and variances of l-value. The comparison between the class of scenes "Natural"-"Pixelized"-"Rectangles" and the class of scenes "Beach"-"Squares", as the comparison between the class of scenes "Beach"-"Squares"
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and "Black" show a significant difference in terms of average and variance. Significant differences are printed in bold letters.
